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Aktuelle Adresse
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Germany
Tel. 0931-275324
Mobil 0178-3500146
eMail liskor@gmx.de
Cardware
This software is Cardware. If you like it, please send me a postcard or an email.

Description
Win-\LaTeX{} is a FrontEnd.

Installation
copy the program to any folder on your harddisk, then start it the first time. A window will appear. First step is the configuration, press config button and enter the number of files. The number indicates how many files are stored in the main window. standardverzeichnis is the folder where the program search for the tex-files. \LaTeX{}-Command and dvi-viewer are the two executables of \LaTeX{}. Parameters can be entered. For yap you should enter -1 as parameter. Editor is your personal preferred editor. Now you can use the program.